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Each year JLT Build America honors the nation’s most 
impressive construction projects across building, highway 
and transportation, utility infrastructure, and federal and 
heavy divisions. Another premiere awards program is the 
regional DJC TopProjects that honors the best building and 
construction projects in Oregon and southwest Washington.
Hamilton’s Broadway Bridge Repair project was nominated 
for both award programs and won the 2019 JLT Build 
America Award in the construction management civil 
category and received the 2nd Place 2019 DJC TopProjects 
Award in the transportation category.

The Broadway Bridge Repair Project:
There were only five Rall wheel bascule bridges ever built 
in this country and each was uniquely different. When the 
Broadway Bridge was built over 100 years ago, the as-built 
notes showed the engineer’s intent was to switch out the Rall 

wheels after 40-50 years. This never happened because no 
one had been able to figure out how to switch them out, and 
there was no historical data left from the original engineer on 
this bridge.
The scope of the project included replacing a total of four 
Rall wheels, weighing 88,000 lbs. each, four trunnion 
shafts weighing 7,500 lbs. each, and four sets of tracks, 
each weighing approximately 38,000 lbs. Keep in mind 
that replacing these items also meant manufacturing the 
replacement parts. Just imagine lathing a 88,000 lb. wheel.
The delivery method for this project was CM/GC 
(Construction Manager / General Contractor). What's unique 
about this process is the project owner (Multnomah County) 
hires a contractor to collaborate with the owner and designer 
during the design phase, before construction begins. This 
also benefits project delivery by leveraging the contractor’s 
knowledge of construction to maximize innovation, resulting 
in an economical and constructible solution. Even so, 
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Award-Winner!

Manufacturing the replacement parts:
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unforeseen challenges lay ahead in the construction phase. 
Unforeseen Challenges: 
Marine Closures: Construction work was required to take 
place during periods where shipping traffic was not active 
on the river. The owner (Multnomah County) estimated four 
marine closures were necessary to complete the full scope of 
the project and Hamilton anticipated switching one wheel at 
a time within each one of four closures. Each marine closure 
takes months to procure and these four were in place for the 
construction start date. 
Unfortunately, our team was met with a seven month project 
delay due to contract issues and engineering delays. This 
resulted in missing the first two marine closures. Procuring 
two marine closures to replace the lost two was not an option. 
Hamilton’s new plan was to accelerate the construction 
schedule by switching out two wheels in each of the two 
remaining marine closures. This was considered to be a 
tremendous feat. 
Before the owner received approval on the new plan from 
the Coast Guard, more time passed and with it came the loss 
of another marine closure, leaving only one marine closure. 
At this point, some viewed this as an impossibility, but 
not Hamilton. Within the duration of one marine closure, 
Hamilton’s crew switched out the first two wheels in only 20 
days. Multnomah county then approached Project Manager 
Evan Stuart and requested he switch out the other two in the 
10 days remaining in the marine closure. Hamilton's crews 
successfully completed the switch out of all four in a total of 
30 days, within just one marine closure!
Jacking the Structure Weighing over 5-1/2 Million Pounds: 
The unique design of the structure provided only one point 
in which the structure could bear the heavy load while being 
jacked. That load-bearing point was the exact point that was 
to be replaced.
Our team's innovative solution was to support the structure 
from one side of the shaft. This allowed the other side to 

be worked on. The existing gusset had to be reinforced to 
bear double the load. Several analyses were conducted to 
determine how much reinforcement was needed and how 
much deflection (twisting) would occur.
Freeing the Shafts: The NW trunnion shaft was seized 
in the collars due to damage incurred during the original 
construction. Hamilton’s innovative solution required 
freezing the inside of the 7,000 lb. shaft with liquid nitrogen 
and heating the collar simultaneously. Hamilton then built a 
300 ton gear puller to remove the trunnion.
This project is yet another testament to our outstanding 
people – the best in the industry. Despite harsh weather, 
unforeseen conditions, and delays outside of our control 
we rallied to do what many thought was impossible. 
Congratulations, and thanks to everyone who worked on this 
once in a lifetime project!
[More project photos on the following page.]

Jacking the bridge
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